Range:
Measurement Cheat Sheet

Use this as a guide to make sure the appliance you want fits in the space you have available.

1. Measure the narrowest doorway or hallway from outside the home to the location where the appliance will be installed.

   Width of narrowest doorway in inches: __________________________ inches

   • Appliance depth OR width must be smaller than the width above.
   • Most home doors can be removed if necessary.

2. Measure the opening where the appliance will go.

   Enter space measurements

   width: __________________________ inches
   depth: __________________________ inches
   height: __________________________ inches

3. Verify the appliances you’re considering to fit within the measurements you took in step 2.

   • Measure for so appliance is flush to cabinets, not including the handle or knobs
   • Measure height to ensure cook surface is level with countertops

sears.com has the measurements you need for new products
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sears.com has the measurements you need for new products

Only sears guarantees the best price on all top 10 brands.